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A representation of the molecular disorder in the plastically crystalline
phase of perfluorocyclobutane existing between 216 K and 233 K is formulated
to account for the intensities of the fOUf X-ray and four neutron powder diffrac
tion lines observed in recent experiments. A previous interpretation of the
X-ray pattern in terms of a body-centred cubic lattice with two molecules per
cell is retained and possible models distributing puckered, cyclic molecules
among partially occupied cubic sites are examined. Among such models only
one, orienting the carbon ring diagonals parallel to the cell axes, space group
Im3m, with six molecular orientations per site, satisfied both the X-ray and
neutron intensities. The proposed model has all nonbonded contacts at or
exceeding the normal van der Waals distances. Debye-Waller factors and
diffuse scattering indicate large molecular motions, compatible with the known
facile self-diffusion reported in an N.M.R. study. The model suggests that flex·
ible C4 F8 molecules are puckered by the same amount in the solid and gas
phases.

1. Introduction

Although it has long been known that perfluorocyclobutane (C4F.) exhibits a
remarkable diversity of low-temperature crystalline phases, virtually no attention
has been paid to the structural basis of this polymorphism. Over a third of a century
ago, measurements of heat capacity [IJ revealed the existence of at least five distinct
phases at atmospheric pressure between the freezing point of 233 K and 140 K. The
solid-solid transitions were corroborated in an N.M.R. study [2J which disclosed
pronounced molecular mol ions in the warmer solid phases and derived relaxation
times and activation energies for molecular reorientation and self-diffusion.

When diffraction investigations of this extraordinary system were first under
taken they were initiated for reasons peripheral to a characterization of the structur
al chemistry of the bulk solid. In the course of electron diffraction studies of
molecular clusters of a variety of substances it was noted that several forms of
microcrystals of C4 F. could be generated by homogeneous nucleation from the
vapour in supersonic flow [3, 4]. The size, usually less than 100 A, and crystal
structure depended upon flow conditions in ways that were difficult to interpret.
Therefore, X-ray investigations of the solid were begun as described elsewhere [5].
Because of the extremely poor temperature control and marginal quality of the
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photographically recorded Debye-Scherrer patterns of the coarse, waxy powder, it
was decided to carry out neutron diffraction studies of the powdered material.
Earlier work at Chalk River on the orientationally disordered phases of CBr4 and
C2 F6 has shown this to be a powerful technique for the investigation of materials
with' sparse' diffraction patterns [6]. In the present case the large volume of the
sample and its good polycrystalline quality enabled high quality diffraction profiles
to be measured. Moreover, the accurate temperature control made it feasible to
acquire patterns for all of the reported solid phases, one of which exists only over a
two-degree range. Although analyses of the four lowest-temperature patterns are
incomplete, the structure of the warmest solid phase (phase I) could be inferred from
the combined X-ray and neutron intensity data. Details of the analysis are described
in the following.

2. Experimental details

Samples of C4 F 8 (SCM Specialities Chemicals, purity over 99,6%) were con
densed into and sealed in quartz capillaries, 0·03 to 0·1 em in diameter, for X-ray
studies. Experimental procedures have been described elsewhere [5]. In the neutron
investigation the sample was condensed into a thin-walled vanadium tube, 1·2 em in
diameter, and cryoground at 77 K to a fine powder. The polycrystalline quality was
checked by neutrons and found to be excellent (the ratio of the standard deviation
of the intensity to the mean intensity was '" 2 per cent). Diffraction patterns were
obtained on the C5 triple-axis spectrometer operated in its two-axis mode on the
NRU reactor at Chalk River. The monochromator was Si(115) and the neutron
wavelength was 1·4676 A. Experimental profiles were measured at 0.1 0 intervals for
all five distinct solid phases. The warmest crystalline phase, the subject of the
present investigation was examined at 224 K.

In the X-ray investigation the four diffraction rings recorded on Polaroid direct
positive film at low resolution could be indexed as the (110), (200), (211), and (220)
reflections of a body-centred cubic lattice. The first ring was so much stronger than
the others that it was impossible to record all four rings on a single exposure
without so overexposing the first that no quantitatively accurate estimate of its
intensity relative to the others could be made. Moreover, temperature fluctuations
and particle growth prevented reliable measurements of relative intensities by com
parison of films taken at short and long exposure times. Crude visual estimates of
ring intensities (multiplied by a factor to facilitate later comparisons) were> 40, 0-4,
3·8, and 1·1, for the (110), (200), (211), and (220) reflections, respectively. Higher
order reflections were too weak to be observed.

The neutron diffraction profile, part of which is shown in figure I, is remarkable.
Only two sharp peaks are observed in the entire profile. They can be indexed as
(110) and (200) peaks with relative intensities of 100 to 3. These ratios consider only
the narrow component of the (110) peak, identifying it with the true coherent
reflection. The broad component beneath this sharp peak, conspicuous in figure 1, is
attributed to diffuse scattering from molecular disorder about which more will be
said in the discussion. The remainder of the profile (shown as the inset in figure 1)
has very broad maxima in the diffuse background at 20° '" 36" and 800 with weak
higher order reflections (211) and (220) whose intensities are'" 1/3 that of the (200)
peak. The profile is an extreme example of those observed previously for CBr4 and
C2F 6 [6].
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Figure 1. A section of the neutron powder diffraction profile of C4 F 8 at 224 K. The two
sharp peaks are indexed as (110) and (200). The solid lines are merely guides to show
the smooth background and the broad diffuse component beneath the sharp (110)
peak. The inset shows the complete profile.
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3. Possible structural models

It might seem unprofitable to attempt any structure analysis in view of the small
and crudely measured set of intensities. It turns out, however, that the strikingly
different relative intensities of the neutron and X-ray patterns discriminate sharply
between the different possible arrangements of molecular packing. Therefore, alter
native structural models for crystalline C.F8 are proposed and analyzed in the next
section.

3.1. Molecular structure

Not only is lhe complex solid state behaviour of C.F8 unresolved, the structure
and force field of the free molecule itself are not enlirely settled. Whether the
four-membered carbon ring is planar (D.h , 4/mmm) or puckered D2d , 42m) is a
matter of some controversy. Electron diffraction studies in the gas phase [7, 8],
interpreted in terms of a single static structure, find a molecule that is distinctly
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Figure 2. A puckered molecule of C4 F8' The axial and equatorial fluorines are marked, ct is
the flap angle of the carbon ring and fJ the rock angle of the CF2 group.

puckered (figure 2) with a flap angle of 1704°. This is correlated with a CF2 rock of
13 = 5Ac to augment staggering of C-F bonds and to minimize the flexing of the
C-C bonds, the' bond tortuosity' [9]. Such deformations from a D4h symmetry are
typical in direction but appreciably smaller in magnitude than those observed in
cyclobutane and many of its derivatives [10]. On the other hand, the interpretation
of vibrational spectra of C4 Fs in the gaseous, liquid, and solid phases and in solid
matrices [11-18] has been the subject of much dispute. Unfortunately, the
unequivocal identification of fine structure which could settle the issue is lacking.
Certain arguments have been advanced in support of a single broad potential
minimum corresponding to a D4h equilibrium structure, while others have been
offered in favour of a double potential minimum with a barrier to the inversion of
puckered conformers. The latter interpretation would accept the electron diffraction
picture as a manifestation of the equilibrium structure while the former would
identify the apparent puckering as a particularly striking example of a 'Bastiansen
Morino shrinkage effect '[19, 20] ascribable to a large amplitude puckering
vibration.

The results of the studies cited above indicate that (a) the barrier to molecular
inversion, if it exists, is so low that inversion probably occurs readily in the tem
perature range of interest in the present study and (b) the molecule is sufficiently
flexible that crystal packing forces may be able to deform it appreciably from its
average configuration in the gas phase. Therefore, the flap angle x must be a free
parameter in refinements of the crystal structure. The corresponding rock angle 13,
however, can be reasonably constrained to be proportional to x [9, 10] and, hence,
13 need not be included as an additional variable parameter in a simple analysis. An
adequate proportionality constant can be extracted from the electron diffraction
value [8, 10] as can values for the C-C and C-F distances and the FCF angle. In
view of the possibly broad distribution of puckering amplitudes of the flexible ring,
a distribution over the flap angle was also incorporated into the molecular model by
introducing a superposition of three isomers. One isomer had a flap angle of x while
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Figure 3. Schematic representations of the three models of molecular disorder proposed for
C4 F8' The four-membered carbon rings are shown as opaque and planar and the
symbol (-0) indicates the puckering.

3.2. Molecular packing

We adopt the interpretation advanced elsewhere [5J, on the basis of the X-ray
data, that phase I of C.F8 is body centred cubic with two molecules per cell. The
cell constant of 7·023(8) Adetermined from the neutron pattern is consistent with
but more precise than the X-ray value. Whether the molecule is assumed to be D2d

or D., ,it is apparent that the bee structure can be valid only if the molecular unit at
a specific site is considered to be a superposition of at least three molecular orienta
tions to produce the requisite elements of symmetry. That such a construction is
physically plausible is suggested by the fact that perfluorocyclobutane is a compact
molecule bounded by a quasispherical sheath of f1uorines. It, therefore, has precisely
those characteristics expected to impart orientational disorder [6, 21]. Moreover,
the N.M.R spectra [2J verify facile molecular reorientation and self-diffusion in the
crystalline phase I. What is unclear without further analysis is whether the limited
set of available diffraction intensities can distinguish between different possible
models of orientational disorder. Such models are considered next.

An interesting coincidence suggested the first model for the disorder (Model I).
In puckered C4 F8, four fluorines are' axial' and four, 'equatorial' as illustrated in
figure 2. The axial f1uorines form a tetrahedron that is nearly regular. In model I
they occupy the eight Wyckoff' c' sites [22J of space group 143m. Carbons and
equatorial f1uorines, then, are distributed among the twenty-four Wyckoff' g' sites
(a set of g sites for each species), each with occupancy 1/3 as sketched schematically
in figure 3 (a). Imagining the carbon rings as nominally planar, molecular orienta
tions can be envisaged as those with C-C bonds parallel to the cubic axes. There are
three molecular orientations per site in a static configuration.

Model 2 doubles the orientations to six per site. While axial f1uorines at a site
occupy only four corners of a cube in Model I, in Model 2 they occupy all eight. As
indicated in figure 3 (b), carbons and equatorial f1uorines populate the forty-eight
Wyckoff 'k' sites of space group Im3m with occupancy 1/6. In the limit of ring
planarity, C-C bonds are still parallel to the cubic axes.

In Model 3, it is the ring diagonals instead of the edges that are parallel to the
cubic axes. Six orientations of puckered molecules are required to preserve cubic

the others had angles of a + a,1. and a - a,1.. Relative populations were taken to be
0-46,0·27, and 0·27, respectively. Freely adjustable structural parameters, then, were
a and ,1.a.



Table 1. Comparison of the observed and fitted relative intensities of Debye-Scherrer peaks
in C4 F 8 at 224 K. There is an arbitrary scaling factor between the X-ray and neutron values.

symmetry. The space group remains Im3m but atoms now occupy the forty-eight
Wyckoff 'j' sites as illustrated in figure 3 (c).

Other models consistent with cubic symmetry are possible. For example, space
group 143m with forty-eight Wyckoff sites 'h', each 1/6 filled, cannot be ruled out on
grounds of symmetry. When the' z' parameter of this representation goes to zero,
the model reduces to Model 3. In the general case, with z '" 0, the rings are given a
rotational displacement about their S. axes and 143m symmetry demands that the
rotation must be exactly reversed when the molecules invert. Such highly correlated
molecular motion seems unrealistic. The same argument also weighs against other
highly regular alternative packing arrangements corresponding to cubic symmetry.

3.3. Mode! fitting

Because of the limited data, intensity calculations were severely simplified. Struc
ture factors were computed incorporating isotropic Debye-Waller factors, arbi
trarily assigning identical mean-square amplitudes to axial and equatorial fluorines.
Atomic scattering factors for X-rays were adjusted to reflect the expected polarity of
C-F bonds by assuming that the fluorines each acquired 0·2 electrons from the
carbon atoms. This was implemented (for the small scattering angles involved) by
multiplying neutral atom scattering factors [22] by 9·2/9 for fluorine and 5·6/6 for
carbon. Neutron scattering lengths were taken from [23]. Up to six orientations per
molecular site were included with three isomers (a, r.t + ,1r.t, and r.t - ,1r.t) per orienta
tion, implying up to thirty-six molecular images per unit cell. Bond lengths, the FCF
angle, and the ratio Pia were taken from [8]. Adjustable parameters in the refine
ment, then, were r.t, dr.t, and the mean-square amplitudes,~ and ui, along the cubic
axes. Since a and Lla also represent a 'displacement' of the atoms from an equi
librium molecular configuration, it is expected that the four parameters of the model
will be correlated. The present limited data set may not allow their independent
determination. Debye-Scherrer intensities were taken to be proportional to
IFhkll'/sin 8 sin 28.

Il is noteworthy that the X-ray and neutron intensity distributions are strikingly
different. Since the coherent neutron scattering length for carbon is greater than that
for fluorine while for X-rays the reverse is the case, this gave some reason for
optimism that conclusions could be drawn about the structure despite the limited
data.

In the case of models I and 2 it was possible to find values of the parameters
that yielded intensities roughly in accord with either the observed X-ray or neutron
patterns. No parameter set was able, even crudely, to reproduce both the X-ray and
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X-ray relative intensities Neutron relative intensities

(hkD Dbs. Fitted Dbs. Fitted

(ItO) >40 100 100 (3) 100
(200) 0·4 0·7 2·8 (3) 3·3
(211) 3·8 3·8 1·0 (6) OA
(220) 1·1 2·0 13 (8) 1·0
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Proposed model for disorder in the warmest crystalline phase of C. F8 867

Root mean square displacement (U 2)112 = Q'58(A)

Table 2. Structural parameters of the model for molecular disorder in C4 F 8 .

Space group Im3rn, Wycoff 'j' site

z

0·0120
0·1893

-0·1122

y

0·1568
0·2246
0·3003

o
o
o

x

C
F (axial)
F (equatorial)

Atomic coordinates

(a/I N°)' + (t.a/23·8')' = 1, (1)

for which, of course, Ia I,;; 17.4° and It.a I ,;; 23·8°. Mean-square amplitudes,
deduced to be 0·34 A', were very large. Constraining these amplitudes to be smaller
(or larger) increased (or decreased) the lengths of the major axes of the a, t.a, ellipse
and worsened the overall fit.

neutron distribution of intensities. Model 3, however, readily refined to plausible
results. Because optimization tended to make ~ less than u;, a seemingly
unphysical result, the two mean-square amplitudes were constrained to be equal
thus reducing the number of adjustable parameters to three. This constraint pre
sumably has the effect of under-representing rotational disorder relative to trans
lational.

The comparison between the observed and fitted relative intensities is shown in
table 1 and the structural parameters are given in table 2. Higher-order reflections
were much weaker. Although the X-ray intensities calculated according to the sim
plified model do not exactly match the less then perfect visual estimates, the relative
values are in the correct order. They are markedly different from the neutron ratios,
which agree well with the observed ratios.

Parameters derived from the Bragg intensities did not reduce to a unique set.
The flap angle a and its spread, t.a, were extremely highly correlated. Virtually
identical representations of the diffracted intensities were given by any point (a, t.a)
on the surface of the ellipse

4. Discussion
No great reliance should be attached to the exact values of the parameters

derived from the estimated intensities. Nevertheless, it seems entirely reasonable to
propose that model 3 (figure 3 (c») is a realistic description of the orientational
disorder encountered in the warmest crystalline phase of C.F8' If only the X-ray or
neutron data had been available, however, no such inference could have been drawn
with confidence. Another criterion must be met for the proposed structure to be
acceptable. Atom-atom contacts between molecules should be close to the normal
van der Waals distance. They should not be too much larger and must not be
smaller. This condition is met by Model 3. For intermolecular pairs in solid C.F8'

the shortest distances are between fluorines. For the solution a = 17·4", t.a = 0, for
example, the closest F ... F contacts of 2,789,2,794,2'858, and 2·887 A are unexcep
tional (d. the Pauling van de Waals distance of 2·7 A). For other points on the
ellipse, contact distances are similar. Both models I and 2 not only fail to fit the



intensity ratios correctly, they also imply non-bonded contacts which are
unphysically short.

The estimated root-mean-square excursions of the atoms were 0·58 A and much
larger, for example, than the effect of the puckering angle IY. on the atomic positions.
Because the derived thermal amplitude of motion depends, in part, on the inexact
X-ray intensities, it is of interest to consider an alternative estimate that can be
extracted from the broad distribution at the foot of the (11 0) peak of the neutron
pattern (figure 1). If this foot is attributed to diffuse intensity scattered away from
the (110) Bragg reflection, the ratio of the intensity of the Bragg reflection (the
narrow component of the peak) to the intensity of the foot is approximately [24]

M = 8,,' u~(sin' e)/).' (3)

if all atoms have the same mean-square amplitude u~. If the base-lines of the sharp
peak and foot are sketched in the most obvious fashion (figure I), the ratio r is
approximately 0·59/0·41 which implies that (U~)'l' is 0·58 A, in fortuitously good
agreement with the value found from the Bragg intensities alone. There is, of course,
no assurance that the visual apportionment of the intensities in the vicinity of the
(110) peak quantitatively accounts for the entire intensity lost from the Bragg peak.
The corresponding scattering from the (200) and higher-order peaks is so broad that
it cannot be identified with individual reflections. In any event, the large amplitudes
of molecular displacement implied by the several lines of evidence are at least
qualitatively in accord with the fast self-diffusion detected for the warmest solid
phase of perfluorocyclobutane by N.M.R. spectroscopy [2].

Unresolved by the diffraction evidence is the question raised in the previous
section and addressed in detail in the spectroscopic literature [11-18]. Is the
molecule appropriately considered to be more or less statically puckered and
thoroughly disordered or is it simply under-going large-amplitude puckering
motions from a D.h equilibrium configuration? Because all points on the ellipse of
equation (I) correspond to essentially identical representations of the diffraction
intensities, no conclusion can be drawn. It is of interest that refinements con
straining !la to be zero led directly to the same flap angle, a = 17-4°, as that
obtained in the gas phase by electron diffraction [8]. The exact agreement, again, is
fortuitous. Whatever the precise interpretation, it is clear that the molecule is appre
ciably puckered in its average configuration.

As solid perfluorocyclobutane is cooled, it passes through four distinct solid
solid phase changes and the Oebye-Scherrer peaks of the resulting structures extend
to progressively larger scattering angles and take on a greater complexity. The case
of SF6' which is also an orientationally disordered crystal in its warmer solid
phases, gives some guidelines to the analysis of the transitions encountered. Experi
ence acquired in interpreting powder patterns of SF6 and deriving the cell param
eters and molecular packing has shown that packing energy calculations and
computer simulations of solid-state structures can succeed when the application of
conventional indexing procedures fails [25-29]. Unless and until single crystals of
perfluorocyc1obutane can be grown for all phases, the greatest hope for success in
interpreting the diffraction patterns of the lower temperature phases of C.F8 lies in
computer modelling. Because elucidation of the molecular behaviour underlying
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r = exp (-2M)/[1 - exp (-2M)] (2)
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transformations in this remarkable substance is a worthwhile goal, efforts in this
direction are continuing.
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